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Meet Greener Fields Together National Farms Partner:

National Farm program is

Family owned and operated since 1920, D’Arrigo Bros. Co., of California

designed to build and

strives to be the best grower, shipper and seller of high-quality fruits and

manage a farm supplier
network dedicated to

vegetables. Products include Andy Boy Broccoli, Broccoli Rabe, Romaine,

examining and improving

Mixed Leaf, Cauliflower, Fennel, Romaine Hearts, Cactus Pears and Nopalitos.

sustainability in their

Operating from February into December, the company’s main cooling and

operations.Through 5Ps

shipping facility in Salinas, California loads between 150 and 200 trucks

of Sustainability™
Case Studies, SureHarvest

of fresh produce per day.

will assist Greener Fields
Together National Farm
partners to evaluate their
sustainability efforts
according to the 5Ps.
SureHarvest then conducts
accuracy and authenticity.

5Ps of
Sustainability™.

593

METRIC TONS
OF C02
PER YEAR
PREVENTED
Since relocating and
consolidating its cooler
facilities closer to its farm
prevented more than
4,000 metric tons of CO2
emissions.

SureHarvest
utilizes its
5Ps of
Sustainability™
–a continuous
improvement
business management methodology–
to craft case studies that evaluate
the alignment and execution of Greener
Fields Together National Farm partners’
sustainability efforts that contribute to
ship and social progress. Each case study
that the reported information is accurate,
thorough and authentic.

business strategy

The sets of managed activities that
create internal and external value

The methods used to accomplish
the desired operational results

The metrics and measurements
used to evaluate practice and
process results

The approach used to document,
communicate and drive continuous
improvement over time

Facility staff monitor product temperature and oversee the cooling process to insure product safety and integrity
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SAVED: 300,000 TRUCK-MILES EACH YEAR

123

84

TRIPS AROUND
THE EARTH
ELIMINATED
D’Arrigo Bros. Co., of
California saves an estimated
300,000 truck-miles annually,
enough to make 12 trips
around the earth every year.

facility reduces fuel use, greenhouse gas emissions and road
wear-and-tear while improving product quality and safety.
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